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The bibliography has been divided into seven sections - (i) R.K.Narayan's novels, (ii) Narayan's short stories, (iii) Narayan's non-fiction works, (iv) critical studies on Narayan, (v) books on Indo-Anglian fiction, (vi) general books on fiction, and (vii) articles and research papers.

R.K.Narayan's Novels

The Bachelor of Arts (London : Thomas Nelson, 1937).
The Dark Room (London : Macmillan, 1938).
The English Teacher (London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1945)
Mr Sampath (London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1949)
The Financial Expert (London : Methuen, 1952)
Waiting for the Mahatma (London : Methuen, 1955)
The Man-Eater of Malgudi (London : Heinemann, 1962)
The Vendor of Sweets (London : The Bodley Head, 1967)
The Painter of Signs (New York : The Viking Press, 1976)
The Tiger for Malgudi (London : Heinemann, 1983)

Narayan's Short Stories

Malgudi Days (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1943)
Dodu and Other Stories (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1943)
Cyclone and Other Stories (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1944)
An Astrologer's Day and Other Stories (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1947)
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Lawley Road (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1956)
A Horse and Two Goats (New York : The Viking Press, 1970)
Old and New (Mysore : Indian Thought Publications, 1981)
Narayan's Non-Fiction Works
The Watchman of the Lake (One-Act Play), Mysore : Indian Thought Publication, 1940.

Note : All Narayan's novels (except A Tiger for Malgudi, New Delhi : Allied Publishers, 1983) and collections of short stories have also appeared in the Indian edition published by Indian Thought Publications, Mysore.

Critical Studies on Narayan


**Books on Indo-Anglian Fiction**

Bakhtiya, Iqbal, ed., *The Novel in Modern India* (Bombay: The P.E.N., All India Centre, 1964)


Kantak, V.Y. *The Language of Indian Fiction in English* (Dharwar: Karnataka University, 1968)
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Nair, M.K., S.K. Desai, and G.S. Amar, eds. Critical Essays on Indian Writing in English (Dharwar: Karnataka University, 1968)

Narsimhaih, C.D., Fiction and the Reading Public in India (Mysore: University of Mysore, 1967)


Sharm, K.K, ed., Indo - English Literature (Ghaziabad: Vimal Prakashan, 1977)


Singh, R.S., Indian Novel in English (New Delhi: Arnold. Heinemann, 1977)

Spencer, Dorothy, Indian Fiction in English (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1960)

Vergheese, C.Paul, Problems of Indian Creative Writers in English (Bombay: Somaiya Publications, 1971)


Williams, H.W., Studies in Modern Indian Fiction in English (Calcutta: The Writers Workshop, 1973)

**General Books on Fiction**


Fox, Ralph, *The Novel and the People* (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publication, 1956)

**Articles and Research Papers**

Karanth, K.S, "How Deep is Western Influence on Indian Writers of Fiction", *The Literary Criterion*, Summer, 1966
Mehta, Ved, "The Train has Just Arrived at Malgudi Station", *The New Yorker*, 15 September, 1962